NEW DATE ANNOUNCED
CLASS LECTURE SERIES ON RACE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

RACIAL CAPITALISM
ABOLITIONIST PERSPECTIVES ON THE SOCIAL GROUND OF STRUGGLE:
GREEN, RED, AND INTERNATIONALIST CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Thursday, April 15, 2021 3 - 4:30 p.m. CST ONLINE LIVE STREAM
(Formerly the 5th lecture in the series)

Sponsored by:
The College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
The Panos Family Endowed Lecture in Equity and Social Justice
Elizabeth D. Rockwell Center on Ethics and Leadership at the Hobby School of Public Affairs

PLEASE RSVP

The College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
Special Committee on Race and Social Justice
The Panos Family Endowed Lecture in Equity and Social Justice and the Elizabeth D. Rockwell Center on Ethics and Leadership at the Hobby School of Public Affairs
Announce the new date for the Race and Social Justice Lecture Series

Racial Capitalism
Abolitionist Perspectives on the Social Ground of Struggle:
Green, Red, and Internationalist Challenge and Opportunities

Date: Thursday, April 15, 2021
Time: 3 - 4:30 p.m. CST
Location: Online Live Stream
(Formerly the 5th lecture in the Series)

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. Ruth Wilson Gilmore
Director of the Center for Place, Culture, and Politics and professor of geography in Earth and Environmental Sciences at The City University of New York.

DISCUSSANT
Dr. David McNally
Cullen Distinguished Professor of History & Business University of Houston

Dr. Ruth Wilson Gilmore is Professor of Earth & Environmental Sciences and Director of the Center for Place, Culture, and Politics at the City University of New York Graduate Center. Co-founder of many grassroots organizations including the California Prison Moratorium Project, Critical Resistance, and the Central California Environmental Justice Network, Gilmore is author of the prize-winning Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, Crisis, and Opposition in Globalizing California.

Dr. David McNally specializes in the history and political economy of capitalism. His research has addressed issues of race, migration, gender and social reproduction in the development of global capitalism. Professor McNally has won the Paul Sweezy Award for his book, Global Slump: The Economics and Politics of Crisis and Resistance.

For additional information, contact:
Diedra Fontaine | classeve@central.uh.edu | 713-743-7097